Based on the concept of curved spacetime in Einsteinian General Relativity, the field theories and their quantum theories in the curved octonion spaces etc are discussed. The research results discover the close relationships of the curved spacetimes with the field theories and quantum theories. In the field theories of curved spacetimes, the curvatures have direct effect on field strength and field source etc. While the curvatures have direct impact on wave functions and quantum equations etc in the quantum theories of curved spacetimes. The research results discover that some abnormal phenomena of field source particles could be explained by the field theories or quantum theories in the curved spacetimes.
Introduction
The viewpoint of curved spacetime should be expanded from the curved Four-spacetime to the curved quaternion spacetime etc. The paper describes the field theories and their quantum theories in the curved quaternion, octonion, sedenion and trigintaduonion spacetimes, and then draws some conclusions which are consistent with the Einsteinian General Relativity theory, Maxwellian electromagnetic field theory and the Newtonian gravitational field theory etc. A few prediction associated with movement feature of different kinds of matter can be deduced, and some new and unknown experiment phenomena can be expected.
Electromagnetic field in curved quaternion space
The electromagnetic field theory can be described with the straight quaternion space. In the paper, the spacetime should be expanded from the straight spacetime to the curved spacetime. The curved spacetime, which is associated with the electromagnetic interaction and possesses the physics content, is adopted by the curved quaternion space. _________ E-mail Addresses: xmuwzh@hotmail.com, xmuwzh@xmu.edu.cn 
In the local curved quaternion space (E space, for short) of electromagnetic interaction, the base E e = (1, i , j , k ), and the displacement R e = (r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ). Where, r 0 = ct, c is the speed of light beam, and t denotes the time.
In curved quaternion space, the differential operator should be expanded from i to i . 
If S eR = 0, the spacetime of the electromagnetic field is the straight quaternion space, and S e = S eX ; If S eR 0, the spacetime is the curved quaternion space, and S e S eX = S eR ;
If S eR 0 and S e = 0, the spacetime is the curved quaternion space, then S eX = S eR .
From the last equation, we can obtain the field equations R kmp i = f ( S eX , A e ), which are similar to the field equations of Einsteinian General Relativity in the curved Four-spacetime. In curved quaternion space, other physical quantities including the coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in the Table 2 . In the curved quaternion spacetime, the various properties among the field potential, field strength and field source of the electromagnetic interaction can be described by the curved quaternion space theory. According to the 'SpaceTime Equality Postulation' [1, 2] , it can be deduced that spacetime derived from gravitational interaction is supposed to be the curved quaternion space also. Given that the coupling influence of fundamental interaction is neglected, the gravitational interaction is similar to the electromagnetic interaction and can also be described by the curved quaternion space.
Electromagnetic-gravitational field in curved octonion space
The electromagnetic interaction and gravitational interaction can be both described in the curved quaternion space. By means of the conception of space expansion etc, two types of curved quaternion spaces can combine into a curved octonion space. In curved octonion space, various characteristics of electromagnetic and gravitational interactions can be described uniformly, and some equations set of electromagnetic-gravitational field can be achieved.
The base E g of the local curved quaternion space (G space, for short) of the gravitational interaction is independent of the base E e in E space. Selecting
, J , K ). So the base E e of E space and the base E g of G space constitute a base E of the local curved octonion space. 
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From the above equation, we can obtain the field equations R kmp i = f ( S , B , A ), which are much more complex than the field equations in the curved quaternion space or the curved Four-spacetime of Einsteinian General Relativity. [3] In the curved octonion space, other physical quantities in the electromagnetic-gravitational field including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in the Table 4 . 
Other fields in curved octonion space
With the similar method, we can obtain respectively the field equations of hyper-strong field, strong-weak field and hyper-weak field in the curved octonion space. [4, 5] In the curved octonion space, other physical quantities in the hyper-strong field including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in the Table 5 . 
In the curved octonion space, other physical quantities in the strong-weak field including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in the Table 6 . 
In the curved octonion space, other physical quantities in the hyper-weak field including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in the Table 7 . 
EG-SW Field equations in curved sedenion space
The electromagnetic-gravitational field and strong-weak field can be described with straight sedenion space [6] . In the paper, the spacetime should be expanded from the straight sedenion space to the curved sedenion space. In the curved sedenion space, some properties of the strong, weak, electromagnetic and gravitational interactions can be described uniformly. Table 9 . Where, the coefficient 
Other fields in the curved sedenion space
With the similar method, we can obtain respectively the field equations of the sedenion field SW-EG, the sedenion field HS-SW and sedenion field SW-EG in the curved sedenion space. In the curved sedenion space, other physical quantities in the sedenion field SW-EG including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in Table 10 . Where, 
In the curved sedenion space, other physical quantities in the sedenion field HS-SW including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in Table 11 . Where, 
In the curved sedenion space, other physical quantities in the sedenion field SW-HS including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in Table 12 
T-B Field equations in curved trigintaduonion space
The electromagnetic-gravitational field, strong-weak field, hyper-strong field and hyper-weak field can be described with the straight trigintaduonion space [7] . In the paper, the spacetime should be expanded from the straight trigintaduonion space to the curved trigintaduonion space. In the curved trigintaduonion space, some properties of four sorts of fields including the hyper-strong field, strong-weak field, electromagnetic-gravitational field and hyper-weak field etc can be described uniformly.
We define the product and conjugate on the trigintaduonions, (u, v) and (x, y), in terms of the sedenions, u, v, x and y, as follows:
(u, v) (x, y) = (u x y* v, y u + v x*) , (u, v)* = (u*, v) where, the mark (*) denotes the conjugate.
In the local curved trigintaduonion space T-B, the base E T-B can be written as 
Field source
The field source of the trigintaduonion field T-B can be defined as In the above Eq. Table 13 . Where, the coefficient 
Other fields in the curved trigintaduonion space
With the similar method, we can obtain the field equations of the trigintaduonion field T-X, the trigintaduonion field T-A and trigintaduonion field T-S in the local curved trigintaduonion space respectively. 
In the curved trigintaduonion space, other physical quantities in the curved trigintaduonion field T-X including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in the Table 14 .
Wherein, the coefficient X / K = X E-G / k 
In the curved trigintaduonion space, other physical quantities in curved trigintaduonion field T-S including coefficient pk i and/or curvature R kmp i can be obtained in Table 16 . Where, the coefficient S / K = S E-G / k 
Conclusions
The paper describes the field theories and quantum theories in the quaternion, octonion, sedenion and trigintaduonion spacetimes, including the coefficients pk i and curvature R kmp i in different kinds of the curved spacetimes.
In the field theories of the curved octonion spacetimes etc, we extend the concept of curved spacetime from the Four-spacetime to quaternion space etc, and deduce some conclusions which are consistent with Einsteinian General Relativity.
In the quantum theories of the curved octonion spacetime etc, we expand the quantum theory from the flat spacetime to the curved spacetime, and obtain some predictions of quantum theories in the octonion spacetime etc.
